Eau Claire SDA Church News

Prayer Request Update - Emma Proctor

Yesterday, my co-worker took his 7-year-old daughter to a Kalamazoo hospital. Her knee looked like it was infected.

They got to Kalamazoo and immediately doctors started doing tests and blood work to figure out the cause and what exactly the problem was. Her knee had lots of fluid in it.

Last night they took some fluid from the knee. This was not a pretty process and one parent even fainted. Thankfully, they put Emma to sleep for this procedure.

This morning as I write this, 7-year-old Emma is facing knee surgery in just an hour or so to remove the fluid around her knee. Needless to say she is very scared.

Please remember, Emma (daughter), James (father), Kris (mother) and the entire Proctor family in prayer as Emma goes into surgery and recovers in the next several days. They still are not sure what is happening with the infection, but should know more after surgery.
Thanks for your prayers,

Brandon Lubbert